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For more information call (707) 646-3133 or visit www.wineandfoodjubilee.org

A Benefit for NorthBay Hospice & Grief Care

25th Annual
Solano Wine & Food Jubilee

APRIL 27, 2012
6:30 pm • Nut Tree Complex

$75 each (Advance or Available, $100 at the door)

Solano County’s BIGGEST Fun-Raiser:
• 120 premium tastings — wine, beer, food
• Silent auction & $35,000 Raffle
• Live music and dancing to The Time Bandits!

$35,000 RAFFLE
• Top Prize Harley-Davidson Ultra Limited
  MSRP $23,999

$11,000 in Cash Prizes: 26 Additional Cash Prizes as follows: One $2,500 Winner, One $1,000 Winner, Twelve $500 Winners, and Twelve $125 Winners (details online).

$75 each in advance or if available, $100 at the door

Thank You To Our Presenting Sponsors
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Wellspring

Living Well at Any Age

NorthBay Patients Share Their Stories

Black tie optional (denim discouraged)
Must be 21 or older to attend
Wether you’re 3 or 86, good health is a valuable commodity. Just ask the patients you’ll find on the pages in this edition of Wellspring, which puts the focus on living well at any age.

For some, it’s a matter of healthy diet and exercise. For others, it means serious surgery and recovery. And still others will face a lifetime of challenges, but seem to have the ingredients for success. We hope you’ll find their stories inspiring.

If you’re facing challenges, remember that NorthBay Healthcare is here to help, no matter where you fall in the continuum of care. If it’s an emergency, we’re there. Suffer a stroke or a major heart attack? We’ve got programs in place at hospitals in Vacaville and Fairfield. Need to schedule a surgery or just visit a doctor? Well, look no further than the NorthBay Center for Primary Care. It has two medical offices in Vacaville and two in Fairfield, and offers nearly two dozen physicians who specialize in everything from pediatrics to geriatrics and everything in between.

Whether you need help with pain, diabetes management, joint replacement or cancer treatment, NorthBay is right here in your community, ready to help, no matter how old you are.
February is Heart Month, and it gives us an opportunity to showcase our Emergency Department and our advanced cardiac care services. NorthBay Medical Center has been designated Solano County’s first and only STEMI Receiving Center—or “heart attack hospital.” First responders answering a call from someone who may be having a heart attack will bring the patient to our Fairfield ER. Life-saving procedures begin, in consultation with our emergency physicians, before the patient reaches the hospital. You can find details about our STEMI Receiving Center on Page 19.

This month, our Center for Women’s Health will host a variety of fun and educational events centered on heart care. In addition to our popular Heart to Heart Luncheon, we welcome two authors to speak locally, one who specializes in heart-pounding mysteries, and another on the heart-healthy benefits of wine. And, we are partnering with the local Slow Food movement to host a cooking demonstration.

While we are locally focused as we deliver our mission of compassionate care, advanced medicine, close to home, we also must keep a watchful eye on the political machine in Washington. If you read my blogs on NorthBay.org, you know that I’m worried about the future of local health care in the face of still more Medicare and Medi-Cal cuts. While our government promises health care for all, I fear we will see healthcare rationing based on insurance coverage.

Looking ahead, 2012 promises to be a challenging year. The economics of health care reflect the economics of America in general. These are extraordinary times. Fortunately, I am surrounded by extraordinary professionals who rise above the fray to keep our patients first.

While we are locally focused as we deliver our mission of compassionate care, advanced medicine, close to home, we also must keep a watchful eye on the political machine in Washington. If you read my blogs on NorthBay.org, you know that I’m worried about the future of local health care in the face of still more Medicare and Medi-Cal cuts. While our government promises health care for all, I fear we will see healthcare rationing based on insurance coverage.

Looking ahead, 2012 promises to be a challenging year. The economics of health care reflect the economics of America in general. These are extraordinary times. Fortunately, I am surrounded by extraordinary professionals who rise above the fray to keep our patients first.
It was the third quarter on a Tuesday night— Dec. 22, 2009—and Dixon High shooting guard Ennis Sandle remembers making a bad pass, swatting it out of a Vacaville High player’s hands, and then falling. Dixon High’s junior varsity Rams were victorious, but Ennis lost that season and the next. He had hyper-extended his knee and had to be carried back to the bench.

His mother, Jennifer Sandle, sitting in the stands, didn’t realize how bad the injury was at first. “After the game, she tried to get me to walk on it, to do lunges,” Ennis remembers with a grimace. “I said, ‘Mom, I can’t even walk on it!’”

Days later, an x-ray confirmed he hadn’t broken anything, but his knee was swollen to the size of a small melon. Jennifer, an ER support specialist for NorthBay Healthcare, wasn’t content to send him off to therapy; she wanted to know just what was wrong, so she asked his doctor, Matthew Heeren, M.D., at NorthBay Healthcare’s Center for Primary Care in Vacaville.

He promptly ordered an MRI, which confirmed the Sandles’ worst fears: a torn anterior cruciate ligament, or ACL, as it is commonly called. Athletes are the most susceptible, as the ACL helps players pivot and lunge.

Because Ennis was still growing, his surgeon, Dr. Andrew Brooks, advised against having surgery right away. “There’s concern about damaging growth plates,” explains Dr. Brooks. “We don’t always have the luxury of waiting until someone is mature enough for the surgery, but in Ennis’ case, we did.”

Despite the injury, Ennis managed to attend every game his sophomore year and support his team from the bench.

He was finally cleared for surgery in September 2010, and spent the next year regaining his strength and skills. He only missed two days of school, although he was in pain and on crutches for months. He had to wear a leg brace much of that time, which limited mobility for his 5-foot-11 frame.

“Ennis is a unique guy,” remembers Dr. Brooks. “He had a great support system at home, which makes a big difference. And he’s extremely intelligent, highly motivated and understood the importance of hard work. He did what I asked him to do, and probably more.”

In the gym at Dixon Fitness, Ennis stuck to upper body workouts with his trainer Chris McCoy, and in therapy, he pushed to gain strength and flexibility in his knee.

Bob Blakewell, a NorthBay physical therapist, worked with Ennis two to three times a week after his surgery and was impressed with his tenacious, focused approach. “He was really an inspiration to all our other patients,” says Bob. “He worked so hard, never complained and was focused on playing basketball again. His good work ethic rubbed off on a couple of other young surgical patients we had at the time.” Hard work, says Bob, is the key to a successful recovery. “Ennis understood that, even though progress was slow at times.”

His goal this past fall was simple: To make Dixon High’s varsity basketball team. Of course with a new coach in town, Ennis wasn’t sure what to expect. He felt strong, and he was ready to work hard, but he didn’t know if Coach Samuel Harrison would have any hesitation putting him on the team.

In November, he got the good news: He would play varsity. “Ennis was ready to do whatever it took to be a complete player and help the team win,” says Coach Harrison. “The conditioning he did prior to tryouts really helped. He’s a great kid, with a great GPA.” In fact, despite his hardships, Ennis, now 17, has maintained a 4.0 GPA.

Dr. Heeren, who has been Ennis’ doctor for years, says the news didn’t surprise him. “I’ve always admired his work ethic and determination,” he says. “I have no doubt he’ll succeed with any path he pursues.”

So what will be his field of study when it’s time for college? “Definitely medicine,” says Ennis. “Maybe pharmacy, or maybe even orthopaedics.” After all, he points out, with his experience he could well prepare a patient for knee surgery.

“Hard work is the key to a successful recovery, even though progress can be slow at times.”

—Bob Blakewell, Physical Therapist
Diabetes Diagnosis

“I felt I had a near-death experience and I became driven to improve my health.”

— Corey Bodiford

A family vacation to Disneyland wasn’t a trip to the happiest place on earth for Corey Bodiford, 36, of Fairfield. The drive to Southern California was a torture. No, it was not a fun trip, it was a struggle. “My blood sugar was over 500 and Dr. Freeman told me to head to the emergency room immediately,” Corey recalls. It took four days in the hospital for his system to settle and to get a diagnosis: Type II diabetes, so dangerously out of control that it required him to start taking insulin immediately. “I felt I had a near-death experience and I became driven to improve my health.”

During his hospitalization, Corey realized a serious life change was in order. “I felt I had a near-death experience and I became driven to improve my health.”

“My bad knee was ruining my quality of life. I avoided family gatherings and outings. “I became a recluse,” she says. “My bad knee was ruining my quality of life. I avoided family gatherings and outings.”

“Getting a first-hand look at the program made all the difference. I felt totally prepared for what was ahead.”

The Joint Replacement Program offers hip and knee replacement surgery with a two- to three-day hospital stay. The first day is surgery and the following days focus on getting the patient up and walking. A friend or family member serves as “coach” to help the patient and to learn about post-surgical care. When the patient goes home, he or she is visited by a home health nurse who helps with rehabilitation exercises until the patient is ready to attend outpatient rehabilitation.

Today, Jeanette is back hiking and enjoying the outdoors with her family. “It took me four months to return to normal,” Graves says. “I highly recommend the program and I only wish I had done it sooner.”

For a list of surgeons participating in the program, or for more information about the NorthBay Joint Replacement Program, call Cynthia Giaquinto at (707) 624-7600.

“Getting a first-hand look at the program made the difference. I felt prepared.”

— Jeanette Graves
You need someone with you during this time. It would be hard to do it on your own." —Antoinette Montoya

A Second Opinion Leads to Second Chance at Life

Life was hanging in the balance just over a year ago for Antoinette Montoyo. At summer’s start she was an active, tennis-playing, working mother of three. By Labor Day, she was so sick she was nearly on her death bed.

Looking back, she can’t believe how close she came. “It started with pain in my back,” recalls the 54-year-old Fairfield resident. “At first I thought it was just the kind of pain that comes from getting older. But then it became more.”

She was not eating well, became nauseous, started losing weight and getting bad headaches. Within two short months, she says, “I was really getting sicker and sicker. When the second opinion came back as anaplastic t-cell lymphoma, a rare lymphatic system), and got a second opinion from the oncologist, James Long, M.D., of the NorthBay Cancer Center, believed it was something else. “He thought it was lymphoma (cancer of the lymphatic system), and got a second opinion from doctors at Stanford,” she explains.

“It took three weeks to get a definitive answer,” Dr. Long recalls, and all the while Antoinette was getting sicker and sicker. When the second opinion came back as anaplastic t-cell lymphoma, a rare form of the disease, he started her on chemotherapy that night.

“It was a different kind of chemotherapy treatment than what I would have received with a sarcoma diagnosis,” Antoinette says. She believes Dr. Long’s depth of experience as a hematologist and familiarity with lymphomas saved her life.

“I am so glad he went by his knowledge of lymphoma and didn’t go with the other diagnosis,” she says. “I got a second chance at life.”

“We are making good headway in general on treating lymphomas,” Dr. Long says, “because we’re developing targeted therapies that have less toxic effects and higher efficacies. We’re getting better at it all the time. She has a good prognosis now and her kind of lymphoma has a 80 percent cure rate.”

That makes Antoinette one of more than 628,000 Americans who are living with lymphoma, according to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. She’s not only living, but thriving, she adds.

Since completing her chemotherapy treatments, she has been able to heal, gain strength, and even returned to her job in Patient Financial Services at NorthBay Healthcare.

Throughout her healing journey, she was able to lean on her husband and adult-age children for help. “You need someone with you during this time,” she says. “It would be hard to do it on your own.” Her advice: don’t be afraid to ask for help, because you will need it. “It takes a little humility. We, as women, are used to taking care of others. But you will need the help.

“Dr. Long told me I was close to dying,” she recalls. “I thought it was all a bad dream. Now, I have a new outlook on life.” She lets things that used to annoy her go by the wayside, and spending time with her family is a priority now.

Her primary care physician, Padma Dasari, M.D., ordered a CT scan and a biopsy, and the results indicated cancer. Getting the news “was a big blow,” Antoinette says.

But, exactly what kind of cancer? While a sarcoma diagnosis, “Antoinette says.

Co-workers, from left, Yolanda Hyatt, Tatiana Tolley and Georgia Waldon enjoy exercising at work

Masters of the Stairs
Rehab Becomes Regime
Program Helps Patient Put His Heart into Workout

George Mary entered NorthBay Medical Center’s Cardiac Rehabilitation Program following heart surgery. That was nine years ago, and he’s never left. Today he’s fitter than ever.

For George, cardiac rehab helped him return to a fitness regime that had stalled when he developed asthma at age 50. “I was a runner for 20 years, but I had to stop because I couldn’t breathe,” explains the 78-year-old retired Air Force dentist from Fairfield. As his lifestyle slowed down, so did his interest in health and fitness. It took a heart attack at age 69 to convince him that he needed to make some lifestyle changes.

NorthBay Medical Center didn’t have its Heart & Vascular Center when George needed it, so he was sent to a hospital outside Solano County for a quadruple bypass. Following his surgery, he came to NorthBay Medical Center’s Cardiac Rehabilitation department. The 12-week exercise program helped him build his strength and recover from surgery in a safe, monitored environment.

“Cardiac rehabilitation is a medically supervised program that helps improve the health and well-being of people with heart problems,” says Debbie Gordon, who has been manager of the cardiac rehabilitation program for more than 20 years. Each patient receives an individualized exercise routine that is carefully monitored by a cardiac rehab nurse.

In addition to building his strength and confidence, George has learned to control his asthma. “Exercise helps my lungs, because I’ve learned how to breathe,” he says.

And, after completing the initial program in 2002, he decided to stay. “Without this program, I would be in bad shape, because I wouldn’t do these exercises alone,” he adds.

He says the program has psychological benefits as well. “You’re surrounded by others who know what you’ve been through,” he explains. “We give each other a lot of support and encouragement.”

George has now developed a mitral valve problem that his cardiologist is keeping an eye on. While his condition is stable, it’s another reason to keep exercising.

“If my condition changes and I need to have the valve repaired, I want to be in the best condition I can be,” he says. “And now the NorthBay Heart & Vascular Center will have everything I need.”

“I kid the nurses that there’s a high price for admission to this program,” he chuckles. “You have to have a heart attack to get in!”

George attends cardiac rehab three days a week. On the other days, he walks at the mall. “Now I’m in much better condition than before the heart attack,” he adds. “I have no intention of stopping this program, ever!”

Vacaville resident Peter Loos, 67, credits his vascular surgeon for saving his life, and a little dog named Rocky for helping him heal so quickly. Peter was battling cancer of the tongue when it was discovered that he had an abdominal aneurysm that presented a unique set of problems.

Dr. Seph Naficy, a cardiothoracic and vascular surgeon and member of NorthBay Healthcare’s Heart & Vascular team, realized that the aneurysm’s dimensions, its extension into his pelvis, and significant calcification made it impossible to handle with less invasive endovascular tools.

“As much as the buzz is about shorter hospital stays, minimally invasive procedures, and approaches such as robotic surgery, at the end of the day you need to be well-versed in addressing the case in the best patient-tailored manner possible. In this case, it was a traditional, old-fashioned approach: open surgery.”

Some high-tech equipment did come into the picture. Dr. Naficy was able to use a “Cell-Saver,” to give Peter a distinct advantage.

The Cell-Saver was donated to NorthBay Medical Center by Fairfield residents Frank and Liz Vezir in 2008, and is used frequently in open heart surgery.

“I knew the approach meant there would be a potential for blood loss. The Cell-Saver allows us to recirculate the patient’s blood back into their system.”

Assisted by Dr. Jeffrey Brooks, another vascular surgeon, Dr. Naficy was able to address the issues of the aneurysm, which occurs when the wall of a blood vessel balloon outward, creating weakness in the vessel wall. Peter’s aneurysm was even more complicated, in that it involved a renal artery as well.

Naturally, an open surgery means a longer recovery, including time in the Intensive Care Unit, and that’s where Rocky comes in.

“Rocky belongs to Peter and his wife, Lilly Krafth. The couple moved to Vacaville five years ago, “Now I’m in much better condition than before the heart attack,” he adds. “I have no intention of stopping this program, ever!”

Rocky the Recovery Dog, Doctor Team Up, Save the Day

Vacaville resident Peter Loos, 67, credits his vascular surgeon for saving his life, and a little dog named Rocky for helping him heal so quickly. Peter was battling cancer of the tongue when it was discovered that he had an abdominal aneurysm that presented a unique set of problems.

Dr. Seph Naficy, a cardiothoracic and vascular surgeon and member of NorthBay HealthCare’s Heart & Vascular team, realized that the aneurysm’s dimensions, its extension into his pelvis, and significant calcification made it impossible to handle with less invasive endovascular tools.

“As much as the buzz is about shorter hospital stays, minimally invasive procedures, and approaches such as robotic surgery, at the end of the day you need to be well-versed in addressing the case in the best patient-tailored manner possible.”

—Dr. Seph Naficy

Peter Loos shares a moment with his beloved Rocky.
Friendship After Loss

When Anne Donato lost her husband, Ruben, to a fast-moving cancer four years ago, she was overwhelmed with grief. “It was rough in the beginning,” says the 69-year-old Fairfield resident. “We were looking forward to traveling when I retired, but he just didn’t make it. I didn’t know where to turn, what to do, where to go.”

Her stepdaughter, hoping to help her cope with the grief, asked if she would consider becoming a foster mom to a litter of puppies. Anne admits she was reluctant to take on the responsibility at first, but soon realized “the puppies kept me occupied and gave me a purpose to get out of bed every morning.” Eventually she adopted another puppy, born a year to the day of Ruben’s death. She named him Ruben, with her stepdaughter’s permission.

Anne then took her healing process a step further by joining a support group run by NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement. While she came to the meetings to find support, she came away with much, much more: a whole new group of friends. “There are about six of us who broke off from the group and started doing things together, like going out to dinner after the bereavement meetings.”

Not only did these six find comfort in their shared struggles, but comfort in shared interests.

Like Anne, Mary Turner, 73, had also experienced sudden loss with the death of both her mother and her husband. A short time later two of her beloved dogs passed away. “It was a lot of loss for me,” explains the Vacaville resident. Mary was receiving individual grief counseling through NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement when she decided to give the group meetings a try. “That’s when I met Anne and her dog, Ruben. I’m a dog person, but he growled at me. The next meeting, I brought treats.”

“We have formed a bond,” Mary says of her friendship with Anne and others in their group. “We struggled to get through a dark tunnel and we’ve come out the other side. Now, we call on each other when we have a bad day, and also when we have good days.”

“We meet at a restaurant for Happy Hour,” Anne explains. “You can get an appetizer and a drink, and then you don’t have to eat alone. Plus, it gets you out of the house!” “And, we don’t have to explain what we’re thinking or feeling,” Mary adds.

Bereavement Groups Available

NorthBay Hospice and Bereavement offers a variety of bereavement support groups for children, teens, young adults and adults on a continuous basis. Services are available free of charge for anyone in our community who has experienced a death. For a schedule and more information, call (707) 646-3517.
Picture Perfect Weight Loss...

For some, a picture is worth 1,000 words. For Bill Abeling, 51, of Vacaville, one photo is worth 100 pounds—the weight loss goal he set after seeing himself on the cover of Wellspring last summer. By the end of January, Bill had more than met his goal, logging an incredible 125-pound weight loss. He’s now moved on to maintenance and toning and is enjoying life to the fullest.

Bill and his family appeared on the magazine’s cover with their physician, Nancy McAfee, M.D., of the NorthBay Center for Primary Care. The story was about how Dr. McAfee treated their whole family. But, while they were the “picture of health,” Bill admits he put himself last when it came to health care.

“Dr. McAfee certainly tried her best to get me into her office,” Bill says. “She would send me lab slips noted ‘ninth reminder’ and still I put things off. And my wife Barbara, who’s a nurse, did her share of nagging to no avail.”

But that changed when the father of three saw his image in Wellspring. “I didn’t like what I saw. Sometimes you have to hold up the mirror and look at yourself,” he says. “I was afraid to do that, but Wellspring made me look, and I had to say ‘enough is enough.’”

Study after study shows that men tend to avoid healthcare, fail to get routine checkups and even delay care for potentially serious conditions. Their reasons are varied, but range from a dislike of personal discussions to thinking that “feeling good” equals “healthy” and “no news is good news.” When men do visit a physician, it is often at the request of the women in their lives. Despite his fear, Bill scheduled a checkup with Dr. McAfee and got his lab work done. “I expected the worst, but the news wasn’t bad. I hadn’t yet developed diabetes or any other problem related to obesity,” Bill says. And with Dr. McAfee’s blessing, he began a determined effort to lose weight.

Bill started walking two miles in the morning and two miles at lunch. He walked in the evenings and started strength training. And he gave his diet an overhaul.

“I used food for energy, but I ate the wrong foods,” Bill says. “Now, while I don’t follow any certain diet plan, I eat in moderation—single portions with no second helpings. And, no glass of wine in the evenings; alcohol is out.”

Bill’s weight had taken its toll on his feet, however. “I have high arches and prior to my weight loss they had collapsed under my weight,” he explains. “My feet could get very painful.”

Dr. McAfee referred Bill to Vacaville podiatrist Kevin Miller who created orthotic inserts for his shoes. With his feet improved, Bill hopes to begin running again.

Now that his clothes are falling off his 6’5” frame, he’s amazed at his newfound energy and self-confidence.

“This is part of a lifelong transformation,” he says with pride. “I’m putting myself first, in a good way, so I’ll be here for my family for a long, long time.”

And, he’s even amazed his doctor. Bill’s success inspires me to keep pressing on—even if it seems that the patient is not listening. Something is sinking in,” she says. “I’m excited about his weight loss but even more so for his lifestyle change.”

The Benefits of Walking

Walking is such a simple exercise and yet it can have a powerful effect on your health. Fewer than 50 percent of adults do enough physical activity to gain any fitness benefits and as a result, inactivity is the second leading preventable cause of death, right behind tobacco use. Here’s what walking can do for you:

- Walking is an aerobic activity that burns calories and contributes to weight loss. Losing just 10 percent of your body weight reduces your risk of developing diabetes by 58 percent.
- Walking strengthens your heart, reducing your risk of heart attack.
- Walking is good for your bones. Women who walked about one mile each day have higher whole-body bone density than those who walked a shorter distance.
- Walking helps lift depression. Studies show that walking for 30 minutes, three to five times a week, can reduce symptoms of depression.
- Walking improves fitness. Walking just three times a week for 30 minutes can significantly increase cardio and respiratory fitness.
- Walking improves physical function, helping prevent physical disability in older persons.
Despite Many Challenges, Victor is...

The Boy Who Lived

The odds were stacked heavily against a frail Victor Wanberg. He was born at a healthy 7.4 pounds, but two months later he was below his birth weight, with skin hanging on his fragile frame. When a doctor at UC Davis Medical Center examined him, she didn’t think he’d make it another hour, much less through the night. His issues were many, and complex:

- The cartilage in his nose never separated during his development, so for the first two months of his life, he couldn’t breathe, because he couldn’t breathe and eat at the same time.
- He had a hole in his heart.
- Like his birth mother and sister, he suffers from neurofibromatosis, or NF, a genetic disorder in which tumors grow on nerve endings.
- Because he wasn’t receiving proper nutrition, the soft spot on his head hadn’t closed, and his cerebellum extended beyond his cranium, creating even more vulnerability.

At 2 months old, he was diagnosed as a “failure to thrive” baby and was taken away from his family.

In the spring of 2009, after one month in the hospital, he was placed in foster care with Dottie Fair, who is legendary in Solano County when it comes to foster parenting. Dottie, who runs the Solano Community College Kinship Education Program, had already adopted five special needs children. She took Victor in and figured out ways, post surgery, to coax him to eat and keep food down.

And, just as important, she took him to PRIDE classes (for people interested in becoming foster and adoptive parents) she was teaching, where he met his adoptive mother, Tyffany Wanberg.

“At first, I was afraid of even touching Victor,” recalls Tyffany. “He was so small. His breathing sounded horrible. He had an apnea monitor on him, and he was difficult to feed.”

Dottie knew she couldn’t adopt another child. And the social workers wouldn’t let this child return to his birth family, because they would not be capable of caring for his many needs. So Dottie asked Tyffany to consider adopting him.

Tyffany was immediately interested, but knew the tougher sell would be her husband, Peter. She’d suggested adoption before, and the answer was always no.

But to her surprise, he said yes. “Well, let’s at least have you meet him first,” she remembers telling him.

At that first meeting, Victor couldn’t move by himself. He was up to 8 pounds, but eating was still difficult and keeping food down even more so. “He was so weak,” recalled Peter, “that if you lifted his arm, he couldn’t hold it up himself.” The first goal was merely to get him to hold his head up.

The couple knew there were many challenges ahead, but they decided to commit, visiting Victor three times a week, and later taking him on weekends. They even met his birth family, and promised to keep the lines of communication open, gaining their trust.

Nearly one year later, the adoption was official. Now at 3, you’d have a hard time connecting the lifeless baby to a very social Victor.

The baby who had to use a walker to take his first steps now strolls across the living room with purpose and zeal. He encounters new visitors with wide-eyed wonder, and immediately holds out his hand, ready to offer a tour of his toys. He giggles when dad reads him a book, or mom sneaks in a tickle.

He’s slowly developing verbal skills, although he can easily tell you what his favorite cartoon characters say.

His progress has been astounding. “Much later,” confides Tyffany, “his team of medical professionals told me they didn’t think he’d live through that first winter, but he proved them all wrong. I looked through his eyes and saw a brain that was working and a little person trying to get out, but was being restrained by his body.”

Although he will continue to face many health challenges, today he is thriving, confirms Dr. Matthew Heeren, a pediatrician at NortBay’s Center for Primary Care in Vacaville. “Victor has been a boy who has had multiple difficult challenges since birth. What was once an obstacle, however, is now a mastered milestone,” he says. “His challenges will continue undoubtedly for his entire life, but I am confident he will continue to thrive."

Some good news on the health front was offered last fall, during a meeting with Victor’s cardiologist. “He told me in January the hole in his heart had closed,” recalls Tyffany. “I said I thought that was impossible. Didn’t you tell me it would never close?”

His words still ring in her mind: “You never can predict what love can do.”

Dr. Heeren concurs. “Sometimes the missing ingredient in a child’s health and well-being is simply love and patience.”

“Victor has been so fortunate to have had people like Dottie and now Tyffany and Peter in his life,” he says. “He has enriched our lives as well by reminding us about these pieces through his everyday smile.”

The Boy Who Lived

Victor patiently lets his hand be held by his mom Tyffany Wanberg.
Education is Focus for Chest Pain Center

Now that NorthBay Medical Center in Fairfield is the preferred destination for patients suffering heart attacks in Solano County, Mary Hernandez, R.N., and Diana Sullivan, Ph.D., want to get the message out to the community. But that is only part of their mission.

The women, affiliated with NorthBay Medical Center’s Chest Pain Center, are on a mission to educate the community about the signs and symptoms of a heart attack, and what to do if you or someone you’re around is suffering from those symptoms.

To put it simply: Dial 9-1-1.

“There’s nothing better you can do than call an ambulance, and get everything in motion, explains Diana Sullivan, director of the North-Bay Heart & Vascular Center. “The ambulance crews can do a number of things to help you if you’re in crisis. Just having a friend or spouse drive you won’t do the trick. They can’t drive and perform CPR at the same time."

In fact, paramedics can administrator a 12-lead EKG, administer nitroglycerine, give you aspirin, morphine, oxygen or CPR.

That’s the lesson in a short video that has been posted on www.NorthBay.org, which features a NorthBay Healthcare employee who had a close call.

Sylvia Spanos, a Vacaville resident, said her family has a history of heart disease and high blood pressure. “So when I felt light-headed, dizzy and nauseous, I didn’t waste any time. I dialed 9-1-1.”

NorthBay Medical Center launched its Heart & Vascular Center in 2009, and several months later became an official Chest Pain Center. Its designation as a STEMI Receiving Center means that it can receive the most serious cardiac cases. STEMI is a medical term, which stands for ST segment elevation myocardial infarction.

During a STEMI, one or more of the arteries that nourish the heart muscle is completely blocked by a blood clot and, as a result, the heart muscle being supplied by the affected artery begins to die.

As a heart attack center, NorthBay’s emergency department will be able to quickly deploy specially trained teams of nurses, emergency physicians and cardiologists to clear the blocked artery before the damage to the heart muscle is irreversible. A team of cardiac surgeons is on call 24/7 to conduct emergency open-heart surgery if it is needed.

Once again, NorthBay Healthcare has taken the lead in bringing another advanced, life-saving medical service to our community. "Through careful assessment of the application, coupled with the results of the on-site review, the survey team feels NorthBay Medical Center is committed to providing excellent STEMI care to the residents of Solano County," wrote Ted Selby, Emergency Medical Services Administrator for the county. "The care of patients suffering from STEMI involves strong teamwork and dedicated staff; NorthBay Medical Center has demonstrated both."

Selby added, “The application process and preparation required for an on-site review is rigorous and we would like to congratulate NorthBay for achieving this level of success.”

The new designation is a natural extension of the NorthBay Heart & Vascular Center, which opened in 2009. The Fairfield hospital already was an accredited Chest Pain Center. Hundreds of hours of training and new staff were added to achieve the new designation as a receiving center for heart attack patients.

The Fairfield hospital is the only civilian facility in Solano County that is a designated STEMI Receiving Center.
Sept. 30, 2011. While initial studies projected one trauma official designated the county’s first trauma center on Vaca Valley Hospital in Vacaville, have long treated patients medicine was overdue. The Fairfield hospital and its sister, than ever expected, proof that this life-saving advanced operating today in NorthBay Medical Center, is busier Dr. Zopfi observed.

“Months of preparation with skills residents; and

While the majority of patients treated live in Fairfield, finds it is serving 75 percent of the county’s border, including Danville, Santa Rosa, Sonoma, Stockton and Stanford Ranch. In addition to earning approval from the American College of Surgeons, the program leaders continue to pursue accreditation as a Level II trauma center, which would allow it to care for those with head trauma and neurological complications. As a Level III center, NorthBay Medical Center sends those patients—only a small fraction of the total volume—to trauma centers in Walnut Creek and Sacramento.

“Development of world-class trauma care never ceases,” said Kathy Richerson, vice president and chief nursing officer, the architect of the program. “Training and education for physicians, nurses and staff is a constant rigor, an absolute requirement for us. And all the while, we are putting together the pieces for Level II, a higher echelon of care.”

NorthBay Healthcare has earned a full three-year accreditation from The Joint Commission, the world leader in evaluating the quality and safety of care provided in more than 19,000 healthcare organizations. In October, Joint Commission surveyors conducted an extensive on-site review of NorthBay Medical Center. NorthBay Vaca Valley Hospital and NorthBay Health at Home & Hospice. The review team concluded that NorthBay Healthcare facilities meet the commission’s high standards, regarded as the most rigorous in the industry.

The Joint Commission certification is recognized nationwide as a symbol of quality that reflects an organization’s commitment to meeting certain performance standards. Founded in 1951, The Joint Commission seeks to continuously improve health care for the public, in collaboration with other stakeholders, by evaluating healthcare organizations and inspiring them to excel in providing safe and effective care of the highest quality and value. For further information, visit www.jointcommission.org.
He calls it the “Walk of Life.” It’s a walking/talking test, a medical metric of sorts, that helps Dr. Seph Naficy, a NorthBay Heart & Vascular Center surgeon, determine whether his endovascular patients are ready to be released from the hospital.

“With all the technological advances, patients are able to leave the hospital much sooner than ever before. But as a doctor, I have to be absolutely sure when the time is right,” said the vascular and cardiothoracic surgeon.

“This is a measure I do myself that helps me confirm everything I see on the computer and hear from staff.”

And so, if a patient is in relatively good physical health prior to the surgery, and came through the procedure with flying colors, Dr. Naficy arranges to take a walk. He asks staff to make sure that all potential encumbrances are sequentially removed as appropriate during the course of the night: catheters, tubes, monitors lines, and anything that could make walking difficult. By the time Dr. Naficy arrives in the morning, the patient is prepared for a short hike.

Sometimes it’s a jaunt up and down a hallway, other times it’s a shuffle around the NorthBay Medical Center Intensive Care Unit.

“I have to see if they’re strong. I engage them in conversation to see if they seem confident and comfortable. It’s amazing how many clues you can pick up just watching them get out of bed,” he says. “Do they grimace in pain? Is their gait unsteady or measured? Do they appear to be struggling emotionally or physically?”

A recent “Walk of Life” involved a 76-year-old patient in good physical condition. He had an abdominal aneurysm that his primary doctor had been keeping an eye on for 10 years. An aneurysm occurs when the walls of a blood vessel—in this case, the aorta, the largest blood vessel in the body—balloon outward, creating a weakness in the vessel wall.

In the last year, the aneurysm’s rate of growth and size had dramatically increased, which meant surgery was necessary.

Dr. Naficy was able to repair the aneurysm “endovascularly,” meaning he repaired the aorta from inside the blood vessel without opening the abdomen, using a combination of wires, catheters, and stent grafts through the patient’s groin vessels.

He knew his patient was sharp—a retired engineer who thoroughly researched the procedure and read all the latest medical information he could get his hands on. He had lots of questions before the procedure.

What Dr. Naficy didn’t know was that his patient, Ben Huber, is chairman of the NorthBay Healthcare Corporate Board. “I did wonder why he was visited by our hospital group president after surgery. But I really didn’t treat him differently than any other patient,” Dr. Naficy recalled with a smile.

And that’s just how Mr. Huber wanted it. “Sometimes it’s good to go incognito,” he chuckled.

Ben didn’t ask for special treatment, he said, because he didn’t have to. He knew that special, compassionate treatment is NorthBay’s standard of care for every patient.

“I really believe our mission statement,” he said. “NorthBay is known for offering advanced medicine and compassionate care, close to home. That’s just what I got, and without any fanfare.”

He checked in at 6 a.m., had the procedure, was monitored by Dr. Anit Patel, nursing staff, and Dr. Naficy overnight, and checked out the next day at noon after completing Dr. Naficy’s “Walk of Life.”

During the past 30 years, Ben has served as a director of each of the NorthBay boards and was a member of the development council when the facility was known as Intercommunity Hospital. He has had five surgeries at NorthBay during that time, and witnessed wonderful care on each occasion.

“What pleased me so much about this situation was that I could get the care I wanted here locally. Thanks to the fact that we’ve developed a great heart and vascular program and introduced terrific surgeons to our facility, I was able to get just what I needed.”

“NorthBay Healthcare Corporate Board Chair Ben Huber takes another walk with vascular and cardiothoracic surgeon Seph Naficy, M.D., in the hallway of the Intensive Care Unit at NorthBay Medical Center in Fairfield.

“We’ve developed a great heart and vascular program and introduced terrific surgeons to our facility so I was able to get just what I needed.”

— Ben Huber, Chairman, NorthBay Healthcare Corporate Board
NorthBay Healthcare employees brought holiday cheer to 60 classrooms at Fairview Elementary School in Fairfield and Eugene Padan Elementary School in Vacaville in mid-December. Through its eighth annual Adopt-a-School Program, NorthBay chose one low-income school in each city to help through the holidays. NorthBay departments each select a classroom to “adopt,” and host the parties based on what each teacher has requested on a “wish list.”

Most classes ask for pizza parties or donuts, while gifts ranged from basic school supplies to computer printers and sweaters and gloves for students. “This is a dream-come-true for these kids,” said Fairview Principal David Marianno. “Our students are cramming and learning like crazy and this is the only party they have all year. We really appreciate NorthBay’s support.”

He noted that in his 30-year career, he has never seen so many homeless kids coming to school cold and hungry. “The party brought tears to my eyes, but it was also very uplifting,” says Evelyn Silag, R.N., whose NorthBay Medical Center nursing unit sponsored Mary Kaduk’s third-grade class at Fairview Elementary School.

There was an extra gift for the Padan Elementary School stocking. NorthBay employees heard that the school needed to raise $30,000 to send all of its sixth-graders to science camp. To help, NorthBay presented a check for $2,000 to Padan Principal Sylvia Rodriguez, sixth-grade teacher Holly Wudel and Vacaville Unified School District Superintendent John Neiderkorn before a classroom of enthusiastic sixth-graders. “This is so exciting,” said Holly, who is in charge of the fund-raising. “We’re working hard to raise the money so all our kids can go, and this is big!”

Another Season for Strike Out Cancer

Genentech-Vacaville and the Sacramento River Cats will team up again to help raise funds for the NorthBay Cancer Center.

Genentech’s Strike Out Cancer event will officially kick-off on June 30, but the fund-raising will actually take place throughout the entire baseball season, according to Dolly Rivero-Mendieta, event coordinator for Genentech-Vacaville. The company agreed to again pitch in funds for every strike out thrown during River Cats home games at Raley Field.

Genentech-Vacaville and the Triple A baseball affiliate of the Oakland A’s collaborated during the 2011 baseball season, raising a total of $64,200 for the NorthBay Cancer Center. Genentech employees also held two raffles, which raised another $4,000.

This welcome donation was used to make patients more comfortable as they receive treatment, according to Janet Black, manager of the medical oncology and infusion center. Among the first items purchased was a sound system for the center’s waiting and procedure rooms, so that patients can listen to soothing music before and during their treatments. A blanket warmer, to comfort patients as they receive their infusions, has also been ordered, Black added.

NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement’s Dream of a Lifetime continues to enchant and comfort our patients and their loved ones. Now in its fourth year, our program has granted the last wishes of 25 people.

From organizing simple family gatherings to helping a reunion of mother and son thousands of miles apart, to simple touches of luxury, our “Dream Makers” have offered magic and closure to the dying and helped create heirloom memories for those who survive them.

Here are some recent “dream-come-true” experiences from the program:

**Martha’s Mariachis**

Life had never been easy for Vacaville resident Martha Villa. A single mother to five children, she had to make ends meet. Despite many hardships, it was always easy for her to be transported by music. Until she reached her 80s, it was easy to coax her onto the dance floor, particularly if Mariachi music was playing.

Dying at home while surrounded by children and hospice nurses, her family hoped to give her one last meeting with Mariachis.

Dream of a Lifetime organized a large family gathering at a restaurant in Suisun. While Martha, 83, arrived in a wheelchair and was put at the head of the table, a trio of traditionally dressed musicians sang the songs of love and longing she always treasured.

“The joy in her face said it all,” said Dream Coordinator Veronica Wertz. “We were so happy we could make the music happen for her.”

**Limousine Lady**

Nobody ever handed anything to Vacaville’s Edith Shepherd, 71. Growing up in the south with impoverished grandparents, having several young children to support on her own and experiencing little joy in her life, she wasn’t surprised when bad luck paid another visit to her in the form of terminal lung cancer.

But last fall she enjoyed a “Queen for a Day” experience because of Dream of a Lifetime. First came a day in the salon with Christina Rivera. “When Dream of a Lifetime asked if I could help, I didn’t even have to think about it,” the Nails and Noggins hairdresser said. “It made me feel great to do something.”

Edith’s son Tony wheeled her mother into the salon, and the transformation began. Then came the big visit to visit Red Hawk Casino in Placerville and Edith arrived in style. With the donation of a limo ride to get to her beloved slot machines, she was able to luxuriate with a sip of champagne (the first time she had ever tried it!) and sumptuous treats to snack on. “I’d never imagined anyone ever treating me this well,” she said. “I felt like a celebrity.”

**From Shanghai with Love**

When Fairfield’s Roselia Rafol found out she was dying of cancer, she had one strong dream: to see her son and grandson. But she thought it would be impossible. The pair lived in Shanghai, and it would cost a fortune. Also, coordinating his trip could be a logistical nightmare.

The Dream of a Lifetime crew, knowing Roselia, 55, had just a few days left to live, made it happen. Working with Solano County donations, doctors who wrote special requests and even a member of Congress, Roselia’s son Aron arrived with Franko, the 3-year-old grandson she had never seen.

After the family’s reunion, Roselia slipped away. “She was so peaceful,” said Aron. “I know she was happy she got to see us.”

Roselia Rafol treasured the opportunity to visit with her son Aron, and to meet her 3-year-old grandson, Franko, who traveled from Shanghai.

**NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement’s Dream of a Lifetime continues to enchant and comfort our patients and their loved ones. Now in its fourth year, our program has granted the last wishes of 25 people.**

To find out more about this special program and its rules and guidelines, call (707) 646-3575 or e-mail Veronica Wertz at VWertz@NorthBay.org.
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Life had never been easy for Vacaville resident Martha Villa. A single mother to five children, she had to make ends meet. Despite many hardships, it was always easy for her to be transported by music. Until she reached her 80s, it was easy to coax her onto the dance floor, particularly if Mariachi music was playing.

Dying at home while surrounded by children and hospice nurses, her family hoped to give her one last meeting with Mariachis.

Dream of a Lifetime organized a large family gathering at a restaurant in Suisun. While Martha, 83, arrived in a wheelchair and was put at the head of the table, a trio of traditionally dressed musicians sang the songs of love and longing she always treasured.

“The joy in her face said it all,” said Dream Coordinator Veronica Wertz. “We were so happy we could make the music happen for her.”

In the weeks before her death, Martha’s memory faded, reported her daughter, Marti. But when shown photos from the concert of Mariachi music, she would smile and nod her head. **Dream of a Lifetime**
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The 2012 Solano Wine & Food Jubilee will celebrate its 25th anniversary when the event returns to the Nut Tree Complex in Vacaville on April 27. In honor of this silver celebration, event organizers promise an array of enhancements that should make the Wine & Food Jubilee—already Solano County’s must-do social event of the year—an even hotter ticket.

The Solano Wine & Food Jubilee is the primary fund-raiser for the programs of NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement, and during the past 24 years the gala affair has raised more than $2 million. This funds have enabled NorthBay to provide physical, emotional and spiritual care for the terminally ill, allowing these patients and their families to live their final days as peacefully and as comfortably as possible.

NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement provides its services to all regardless of their ability to pay.

As in the past, the event will be held under an enormous tent, through a joint arrangement with Total Home & Garden Show. This year, the show will be held at the Nut Tree the weekend before the Jubilee, from April 20 to 22.

The Solano Wine & Food Jubilee’s Presenting Sponsor for 2012 are Patt and Al Shaw, Freeman Family & Cosmetic Dentistry, Sacca Family Burger King Restaurants, Gold’s Gym, Iron Steed Harley-Davidson and the Nut Tree.

Sponsorship opportunities are still available, and for a minimum of $1,000 a sponsor can enjoy early entrance to the Jubilee, an invitation to a private reception at the event, hotel accommodations and limousine service, as well as an invitation to the exclusive Open That Bottle Night event on February 25.

The Solano Wine & Food Jubilee, a black tie-optional affair (denim discouraged), gets under way at the Nut Tree Complex beginning at 6:30 p.m. Tickets, for those ages 21 and over, must be purchased in advance and are $75 each, or $108 at the door, if still available. To purchase tickets, call (707) 646-3133 or visit www.wineandfoodjubilee.org.

Silver Celebration for 2012 Solano Wine & Food Jubilee

The Art of Breastfeeding - Learn the “how to’s” of breastfeeding. This class addresses the health benefits for mom and baby, the role of the father, the working mom and more. Cost: $15. Call (707) 646-4277.

Brothers & Sisters To Be - Prepare children ages 3-9 for the arrival of a new baby. Cost: $10 per family. Call (707) 646-4277.

C-Section Preparation - Individual counseling available to women delivering at NorthBay Medical Center who may require a C-section. Cost: Free. Call (707) 646-4277.

Labor of Love - A six-week prepared childbirth class for moms and dads or coaches, register in fourth month of pregnancy or earlier. Cost: $75. Call (707) 646-4277.


Prenatal Care - Expectant mothers learn important information about pregnancy. Topics include nutrition, exercise, fetal growth and development. “Pregnancy do’s and don’ts” and much more. It is recommended this class be taken as early in pregnancy as possible. Cost: $10. Call (707) 646-4277.

Newborn Care - Expectant parents are instructed in daily care, nutrition, safety and development for the first few months of life. One-session course. Cost: $15. Call (707) 646-4277.

Maturity Orientation and Tour - A tour of the NorthBay Medical Center’s maternity unit. Information about hospital registration, birth certificates, and available birthing options provided. Cost: Free. Call (707) 646-4277.

Siblings’ Birthing Preparation - Parents who are considering having children present during delivery can have one-on-one counseling. Cost: Free. Call (707) 646-4277.


Help with Child Care - Are you looking for child care or help paying for it? Are you a child care provider in need of support? Call Solano Family & Children’s Services at (707) 863-3950.

Caregivers’ Support Group - For anyone involved in caring for a loved one with Alzheimer’s disease or a dementia-related illness. Meets second Wednesday of the month, from 6 to 7 p.m. Call (707) 784-8900 or (800) 287-7357.

Pregnancy/Preparation - A one-day preparation class for moms and dads or coaches. Will be held on Saturdays. Cost: $75 Call (707) 646-4277.

Pulmonary Education Series - A three-week course that meets on Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to noon at NorthBay Medical Center in Fairfield. A new course begins each month. Cost: Free. Call (707) 646-5072 to enroll.

Grief and Bereavement Support Groups

Two adult support groups meet on a weekly basis in Fairfield. Cost: Free. Call (707) 646-3575.

Teen & Children’s Bereavement Support Groups

NorthBay Hospice & Bereavement offers free bereavement support groups for teens, ages 13 through 17 and children ages 6 through 12 on an as-needed basis. Cost: Free. For a schedule and more information, call (707) 646-6275.


Labor of Love - One Day Class - A one-day prepared childbirth class for moms and dads or coaches. Will be held on Saturdays. Cost: $75 Call (707) 646-4277.
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